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Digital Citizenship: Hillary 
Lesson Title: Body Image Playlist 
Grade Level: Middle School

Lesson Topic
Lyrics to songs that support healthy body image

Essential Question
In regards to body image, why is it important to listen to and 
think about the lyrics of songs?

Materials
• Access to Internet for music research
• Paper and writing implements OR computer writing programs
• Means to play student music selections
• In a remote environment, meeting software will need to have “breakout room” or similar function 

enabled to allow pairs of students to have discussions. Also, handouts may need to be emailed to 
students ahead of time or shared in meeting software chat function

Procedure
Note:  This lesson could be extended over two days to give students a chance to share their music 
selections.

1. Ask students: When you listen to songs on whatever electronic device you use, which is more
important, the music or the words (lyrics) being sung?  Why?

2. Explain to students that researchers have discovered that most people don’t take the time to think
about the lyrics to songs.  Often people know the words and sing along, but they don’t stop to think
about the message of the lyrics and how it relates to their own lives.  They don’t think about whether
the lyrics are “healthy” lyrics for them or not, they just like something about the music and ignore the
message.

3. Ask students to compare this to how Hillary did not think about her use of the Internet for pro-anna
websites.  (Possible answers might include: she only saw how the people looked and did not stop to think
about the unhealthy messages it sent; she liked the looks so she did not care about the unhealthy practices
they required.)

4. Explain that a musical program is a set of musical selections that center around a theme, a composer,
or a performer.  It is can be compared to a presentation of a ‘playlist.’  Tell students they will work in
groups of three or four to prepare a short musical program of songs that have lyrics that promote
healthy body image, a positive self-image, and build confidence. The requirements for the program
include:
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•	 The program should have at least one song suggested by each group member and have no more  
 than five songs.
•	 All songs must have lyrics that support healthy body image and positive self-value.  Groups must  
 print out each set of song lyrics present them to the teacher for approval.  (Note: Teachers will  
 need to determine what is appropriate; what may be considered inappropriate by one teacher  
 might be celebrated by another.)
•	 Each group must determine the order the songs will appear in their program and create a printed  
 program (the list of songs that will be ‘performed’) that includes the following:

•	 The song title in quotation marks with correct spelling and capitalization
•	 The correctly spelled name/s of the composer/s (the person/s who write/s the music) and the  
 correctly spelled name/s of the lyricist/s (the person/s who write/s the words) for each song.
•	 The correctly spelled name/s of the performer/s featured on one or more recording of the song.
•	 A one sentence, original statement that describes the message of the song.

•	 Give students time to complete their research.  At the end of the allotted time, each group will  
 present its musical program to the class.  The group members must be able to quote specific  
 portions of the lyrics and explain the healthy body image references that support their choices.  If  
 possible, give students the opportunity to play a portion of one of their songs for the group.

Conclussion
Ask the class how their musical programs might have helped someone like Hillary have a better view of 
her body.  Which song on their list would have truly spoken to her?  

As an exit ticket, ask students to write a brief response to the following: In regards to body image, why is it 
important to listen to and think about the lyrics of songs? 

Notes




